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Abstract— In this paper, electret based vibration energy
harvesters are designed and fabricated with perforated electrode
based on MEMS technology. Through-holes are distributed on
the fixed electrode in the device to optimize the energy harvesting
process. The effect of the holes on the output power of the
device are analyzed and discussed both in the finite element
method (FEM) simulation and the experiments. It can be noticed
that the through-holes can effectively lower the squeeze-film air
damping force on the moveable proof mass at the atmosphere.
Therefore, the energy loss due to the air damping could be
reduced, and the output power of the device increases. The
effects of the hole diameter and numbers on the output power
of our device are also investigated in detail. By optimizing
the configuration of the holes, the perforated device with the
hole diameter of 400 µm and depth of 100 µm exhibits the
highest power output at the low acceleration of 1.84 m/s2 , which
proves promising application for self-powered electronics in the
future.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the rapid development of artificial intelligence,
internet of things, and personal health monitoring
devices, an increasing number of micro-sensors and actuators
are needed in daily life, which are mainly powered by the battery. However, traditional batteries are usually suffering from
the difficulties of routine maintenance. Recently, devices or
systems with lower power consumption have been developed
to extend the lifetime of the battery [1]–[5]. Meanwhile, more
and more efforts have been made to employ self-sustainable
power sources to replace traditional batteries.
There are many kinds of energy resources around us, such
as solar energy, RF energy, thermal energy, wind energy,
and mechanical vibration energy. Harvesting energy from the
ambient environment to provide power for the low-power
devices could be a potential solution to avoid the routine
maintenance of the battery. Many self-sustainable energy harvesters have been fabricated, such as solar cell [6], RF energy
harvester [7], thermal energy harvester [8], wind energy harvester [9], [10], and vibration energy harvester [11]–[13].
Among these devices, the vibration energy harvester (VEH)
has attracted much attention, because the vibration sources are
the most widely distributed in human motion, moving vehicles,
ocean wave, working machine, and so on.
Generally, there is a moveable component in the VEH,
which can sense the external vibration signals and converts
them into electricity based on the various energy conversion principles. For the electromagnetic VEH [14]–[18],
the energy conversion relies on the Faraday’s law of induction. The output power depends on the number of coil
turns and the magnetism of magnets in the device. For the
piezoelectric VEH [12], [19]–[25], electric energy is generated from the direct conversion of mechanical stress on
the piezoelectric materials in the device. In the electrostatic
VEH [13], [26]–[35], a variable capacitance structure biased
by the pre-charged electret material is utilized to generate
power. For triboelectric VEH [9], [36], [37], triboelectric effect
is applied to harvest energy from the environment. Among
these four VEHs, the electrostatic VEH (e-VEH) exhibits the
high output power density and the best IC compatibility [13]
which is very suitable for the integrated devices and systems.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE P ERFORATED E -VEH IN FEM S IMULATION

Fig. 1. Electrostatic energy harvester with (a) low outputs with decayed
surface charge in vacuum chamber; and (b) low air damping from perforated
electrode at atmosphere.

Typically, there are two kinds of e-VEH based on inplane [38] or out-of-the-plane [39] vibrations. In our previous research, we have reported several e-VEHs based
on the out-of-the-plane gap closing scheme, such as the
development of the polymer electret for the harsh environment [33], the dual resonant structure for broadband output [34], the sandwich structure for high power output [35].
All of the above-mentioned design approaches can improve
the output performance of the device. However, due to the
damping force, a relatively large driving acceleration is still
required for the device to generate enough power. To solve
this problem, we have optimized the air damping of the
device and achieved both high normalized power density
and broad bandwidth by vacuum packaging [13]. Whereas,
for the electrostatic VEH and triboelectric VEH, the surface
charge of their electret may suffer from the Paschen discharge
under low pressure [40]–[42]. As shown in Figure 1(a),
with the decrease of the pressure in the device, a discharge
peak suddenly appeared which lead to the deduction of
the device’s output voltage. Thus, the output power of the
low-pressure packaged electrostatic and triboelectric VEH
could be obstructed by this phenomenon. In consequence, how
to optimize the air damping of the device in atmospheric
pressure has been an important issue for the academic
community.
In our previous work [43], we have proposed an electrostatic vibration energy harvester with the perforated electrode
to decrease the air damping on the moveable proof mass.
Compared with the regular electrode, high power output can
be achieved with the perforated electrode at low amplitude of
external vibration source. However, the perforated electrode
plate was manufactured by laser drilling on acrylic plates
which is not compatible with IC process. Moreover, some
detailed issues are also required for further investigations such
as the effect of hole numbers for the induced charge, and the
effects of hole numbers, volume ratios for output power. In this

work, we propose a design to minimize the air damping at
the atmosphere on the moveable proof mass in the e-VEH
based on the MEMS process. As shown in Figure 1(b), some
through-holes are designed on the fixed plate to control the
squeeze-film air damping when the proof mass moves toward
the fixed plate. This idea has been well used for many MEMS
devices. Ganji et al. [44] and Han et al. [45] have applied
for the perforated electrode in MEMS microphone, which
can reduce the chip size and enhance the directional cues by
mitigating the squeeze air film damping. Rajavelu et al. [46]
have employed the perforated diaphragms in piezoresistive
MEMS pressure sensor for sensitivity enhancement in gas flow
measurement compared with other pressure sensor without
perforation. Kamada et al. [47] have proposed a capacitive
MEMS accelerometer with perforated mass structure, which
demonstrates an excellent
√ performance with a low noise
floor of less than 30 nG/ Hz and a low-power consumption
of 20 mW. Li et al. [48] have discussed the dynamic performance improving of MEMS sensor by using gas damping
structure such as the perforated damping plates and employed
the modified Reynolds’ equation to analyze the gas damping
effects of perforated plates for small amplitude vibration.
Herein, it is the first time to apply the perforated electrode
in a MEMS e-VEH. We will discuss the effect of the holes
on the output power of the e-VEH from the finite element
method (FEM) simulation and the experiment results below
in this paper.
II. D ESIGN AND M ODELING
As shown in Figure 2(a), the perforated e-VEH is
designed based on the out-of-the-plane gap closing scheme.
Through-holes are distributed on the bottom fixed electrode
plate. Hence, when the proof mass is driven to move toward
the fixed plate, the air between the proof mass and the bottom
plate can be extruded through these holes. The air damping on
the proof mass will be efficiently reduced. Figure 2(b) shows
the layout of the top spring-mass structure, which is designed
as a square proof mass suspended by a fixed frame through
four beams. We have simulated the air damping force on the
proof mass and the induced surface charge on the perforated
electrode using finite element modeling method (COMSOL).
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Fig. 3. FEM simulated squeeze-film air damping pressure on the proof mass
under the velocity of −0.05 m/s at the volume ratio of the holes of 11.3%.

to the number of holes. The holes are allocated in the center
of these circular cells. So, the modified Reynolds’ equation
for the squeeze-film air damping of the hole plate is written
as
3β 2r02
12μ ∂h
∂ 2P ∂ 2P
1
P = 3
+
−
∂x2
∂y 2
2h 3 Hef f η(β)
h ∂t
3πr0
He f f = H +
8
3r04 k(β)
η(β) = 1 +
16H h 3
2
k(β) = 4β − β 4 − 4 ln β − 3
r0
β =
rc

Fig. 2. (a) 3D schematic of the perforated electrostatic energy harvester.
(b) Layout of the resonant structure.

Table I lists the structural parameters of the perforated
device in the following simulations. To simplify the calculation, the geometric model of the spring-mass is divided
into four parts symmetrically. First, the resonant frequency
of the device and the stress distribution in the beam are
calculated as shown in Supplementary Figure S1. The resonant
frequency (the first order of out-of-plane vibration mode) of
this spring-mass structure is calculated as 132.46 Hz, and
the maximum stress across the beam is 203 MPa when the
displacement of the proof mass is defined as 340 μm, which
is lower than the fracture limit of single-crystal silicon (up
to ∼7 GPa [49]). Hence, the beam can bear the stress during
vibration.
A. Squeeze-Film Air Damping on the Proof Mass
In this out-of-the-plane e-VEH, the air damping on the
moveable proof mass mainly comes from squeeze-film air
damping. Referring to the Reynolds’ equation, Bao et al. [50]
have proposed a model to describe the squeeze-film air damping for perforated plate. In this paper, based on the Bao’s
model, the bottom fixed plate with a square area of 90.25 mm2
is divided into densely arranged equal circular cells according

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

where μ is the coefficient of viscosity of air
(1.81 × 10−5 Pa · sec); H and h represent the depth of
the hole and the distance from the proof mass to the
perforated plate, respectively; r0 and rc stand for the radiuses
of the holes and the circular cells. In COMSOL, we could
use the finite element method to solve the modified Reynolds’
equation, and the damping pressure distribution on the surface
of proof mass at different velocities can be obtained. The
damping force on the whole proof mass is therefore acquired
by integrating the damping pressure on the surface of the
proof mass.
Figure 3 shows the squeeze-film air damping pressure on
the proof mass under the velocity of −0.05 m/s when the
volume ratio of the holes is 11.3%. After perforating on the
bottom electrode plate, the maximum air damping pressure is
obviously reduced. We can see the damping pressure on the
proof mass is well controlled down to 12-22% of the original
value when the hole diameter is increased from 400 μm to
1800 μm. For comparison, the pressure distributions on the
proof mass are simulated with other volume ratios of the holes,
such as 5.01%, 20.05% and 45.11%.
As demonstrated in Figure 4, with the increase of the
hole diameter, the air damping force decreases first and then
increases under the same volume ratio of holes. When the
hole diameter is decreased, the air between two plates cannot
penetrate through the hole timely during vibration because of
the pressure build-up in the hole. Therefore, increasing the
hole diameter can reduce the damping force. With the increase
of the hole diameter, the number of the hole will decrease at
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Fig. 4. FEM simulated squeeze-film air damping force on the proof mass
under (a) different volume ratio of the holes, and (b) different velocity and
the analysis diagram of the effect of holes on the air film.

the same time. If the hole diameter is too big at the same
volume ratio, however, the number of holes will decrease
dramatically, which leads to air compression in the relatively
large area. Hence, the damping force will increase again. For
vibration velocity from 0.05 m/s to 0.15 m/s, we have found
that the air damping effect could be optimized with hole
diameter from 400 μm to 1200 μm, as shown in Figure 4(b).
B. Surface Induced Charge on the Perforated Electrode
The core structure in our electrostatic vibration energy
harvester is a variable capacitor with parallel-plate. Once the
electret on the proof mass is charged, induced charges will
be generated on the surface of the bottom electrode plate
when the electret approaches. Driven by the external vibration,
the proof mass moves up and down, and the induced charge
will flow between the two electrodes, which generates the
output current. Perforating on the bottom fixed plate may cause
the sacrifice of the surface electrode. Thus, the effect of the
hole on the induced charge is an important issue for the output
performance of the perforated e-VEH.
The induced surface charge of the perforated electrode can
be simulated when the surface potential of the electret layer
is set to −450 V. Herein, we calculate the change of the
induced charge with and without the inner wall of holes as
shown in Figure 5(a). It indicates that the inner wall of holes
can compensate the charge loss due to the reduced surface

Fig. 5. FEM simulated (a) surface induced charge change with and without
the inner wall of holes, and (b) electric field between the perforated electrode
and the proof mass.

area of the bottom electrode. Furthermore, more perforated
holes with larger the inner wall area, could bring the better
compensation. It can also be noticed from the Figure 5(a) that
the surface induced charge keeps above 80% of the original
value after perforating when the volume ratio of holes is less
than 20.05%. Figure 5(b) shows the electric field distributions
between the proof mass and the perforated electrode with
the hole diameter of 600 μm at the different volume ratios.
Due to the edge effect caused by the holes, the electric field
between the two parallel-plates becomes slightly non-uniform,
and the fringe effect could be noticed as the electric field
lines expand from the area between the two plates to the outer
space.
Based on the simulations above, optimal design with a
hole diameter of 400 μm is chosen and more simulations
are performed to study the effect of hole numbers. As shown
in Figure 6(a), more than 84.5% of the induced surface
charge can be maintained when the hole number is no more
than 225. A linear relationship between the reduction of the
induced charge and the holes’ number is achieved based on the
simulation. On the other hand, the change in air damping force
is almost exponential to the number of holes as demonstrated
in Figure 6(b). Once the number of holes increases from 0 to
100, the damping force decreases dramatically, and the air
damping force on the proof mass is only 23.9% of the original
value when the hole number is 100. Therefore, the output
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Fig. 6.
FEM simulated (a) surface induced charge change, and
(b) squeeze-film air damping force of the proof mass at the hole diameter
of 400 μm.

power of the device could be promoted by perforating on the
plate.

Fig. 7.
Process flow for the resonant structure (T1-T4) and perforated
structure (B1-B5).

III. E XPERIMENT

pattern the other side of the wafer. The basis of beam and
stopper structures are therefore obtained. Finally, the wafer is
etched again from both sides in the KOH solution to release
the beam structures. The metal electrode and the electret
layer are sequentially coated on the surface of the proof
mass, and the electret is charged by the corona charging
method.
B1 to B5 depict the fabrication process of the perforated
plate which is also based on a double oxidized silicon wafer.
Initially, photolithography, BOE etching, and KOH etching,
in turn, are employed to form a square cavity on the one side
of the silicon wafer with an etch depth of 280 μm. Then, the
SiO2 layer on the other side of the wafer is removed by RIE,
and the KOH solution is used again to etch the silicon from
both sides to form the final cavity with the depth of 340 μm
and to thinner the wafer to a thickness of 440 μm. After the
fabrication of the cavity, the circular holes are patterned from
the bottom outside of the cavity by photolithography. Finally,
we apply the deep RIE technology to perforate the cavity to
form the array of holes, and the metal layer is coated on the

There are two components in the perforated e-VEH, the top
resonant structure with proof-mass, and the bottom perforated
fixed plate. We have fabricated several perforated e-VEHs with
different hole diameters to find out the effect of the holes. The
fabrication processes are the standard MEMS techniques based
on the 4-inch silicon wafer with a thickness of 500 μm. In this
section, we will describe the device fabrication process and
experiment setup, and then discuss the experimental results in
detail below.
A. Device Fabrication
Figure 7 demonstrates the fabrication process of the resonant structure from T1 to T4. First, one side of the
double-oxidized silicon wafer is patterned by the photolithography and buffered oxide etchant (BOE) to form the etch mask
for the proof mass. Then, KOH solution is used to form the
3D structure of the proof mass. Afterwards, photolithography
and the reactive ion etching (RIE) technology are applied to
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Fig. 8. The final device after bonding, and the SEM image of the hole after
DRIE.

Fig. 10. The maximum power outputs of the perforated devices with different
hole size at the constant volume ratio of the holes of 11.3%.

Fig. 11. The maximum power output of the perforated device with hole
diameter of 400 μm at different number of holes.

Fig. 9. Power output of the perforated device with different hole size at the
volume ratio of the holes of 11.3%. (a) Low acceleration of (3.62 m/s2 for
device without hole and 2.72 m/s2 for perforated device). (b) High acceleration
of (11.85 m/s2 for device without hole and 4.52 m/s2 for perforated device).

top surface of the cavity by sputtering. Figure 8 shows the
SEM image of the holes with a diameter of 400 μm.
After the fabrication of the two plates, they are bonded
together to form the whole perforated e-VEH. As demonstrated
in Figure 8, the overall volume of the device is about 0.22 cm3 .
B. Output Performance With Constant Volume Ratio But
Different Hole Diameters
In this part, we will investigate the influence of the perforated electrode on the power output of the e-VEH. A series of
perforated electrode plates with various hole diameters at the

same volume ratio of holes (11.3%) are selected. The surface
potential of the electret on the proof mass is about −450 V
after charging. Similar to our previous work [51], Figure S2(a)
in Supplementary material demonstrates the schematic of the
measurement system, where the device is fixed on the shaker
to mimic the vibrations in ambient environment. Herein,
the devices are all driven by the sinusoidal vibration signals
which are generated by a signal generator (Brüel&Kjær,
LAN-XI 3160) and a power amplifier (Brüel&Kjær, 2719).
As shown in Supplementary Figure S2(b), the optimal load
resistances of these perforated devices are measured first. The
result indicates that the match resistance maintains the same
at 28 M despite of the variation of hole diameters. Hence,
the output powers of all the devices will be evaluated under
this load resistance.
As depicted in Figure 9, the frequency response of the perforated device is investigated at different vibration accelerations.
At an acceleration amplitude of 2.72 m/s2 , the device with hole
diameter of 400 μm exhibits the best output performance, and
the maximum power of the perforated device is about 9.8 times
than that of the device without holes, which proves that the
perforation can promote the performance of energy harvester at
low driving acceleration. This is because the holes can reduce
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Fig. 12. (a) The power output of the perforated device with hole diameter of 400 μm when the displacement of the proof mass reaches the maximum
vibration amplitude driving by different acceleration. (b) The voltage output on the load resistance of 1 M at the resonant frequency.

the squeeze-film air damping force on the proof mass, which
means the proof mass can move closer to the bottom plate
under the same driving acceleration. Therefore, a higher output
power could be generated as the variation of induced charge
on the perforated electrode is more substantial. Furthermore,
we have also studied the performance of the devices under a
relatively higher driving acceleration. As shown in Figure 9(b),
when the acceleration continues to increase, the proof mass
will move to the limited displacement (It is less than 340 μm
considering the limitation of squeeze-film air damping.), where
the output power reaches the upper limit. Herein, for the
perforated device, it only requires a driving acceleration
of 4.52 m/s2 to reach the maximum vibration amplitude,
while for the unperforated device, a large driving acceleration
of 11.85 m/s2 is needed which is about 2.6 times larger than
the former. It should also be noticed that, at the limit position,
the maximum power outputs of all the perforated devices are
a little bit larger than the unperforated device.
Figure 10 exhibits the maximum power outputs of the
perforated devices with the various hole diameters at a constant
volume ratio of holes of 11.3% at the resonant frequency.
When the driving acceleration is insufficient for the device
to reach the limit position, the device with the hole diameter
of 400 μm shows the highest output power at the same driving
accelerations. The reason is that the air damping force on
the proof mass in this device is smaller than others, which
makes the displacement of the proof mass larger. Moreover,
this phenomenon is similar to the relationship between the air
damping force and the hole diameter as mentioned in FEM
simulation results before.
C. Output Performance With Increasing Volume Ratio by
Different Hole Numbers
Based on the results above, it could be noticed that the
device with hole diameter of 400 μm exhibits outstand-

ing performance under the constant volume ratio of 11.3%.
Therefore, in this part, we will tune the volume ratio of
the device by increasing the number of the holes at the
same diameter of 400 μm to further study the effect of hole
number on the output performance of the perforated e-VEH.
Similarly, the optimal load resistances of these perforated
devices with different hole numbers are tested first, and their
match resistances are still maintained at 28 M according to
the experiment results. Then, we have measured the maximum
output power of these devices under the resonant frequency as
demonstrated in Figure 11. According to the results, the output
power increases with the increase of the hole number at the low
driving acceleration. However, with the increase of the driving
acceleration, the device with an 8 × 8 holes array shows the
best output power among these devices.
Figure 12(a) depicts the power outputs of the devices
with different hole numbers at the limited displacement when
driven at different accelerations. It could be noticed that
the more the hole perforated on the device, the smaller the
driving acceleration is required for the proof mass to move
to the limited displacement. Whereas, there is a little bit of
difference in the maximum power at the limited position.
Initially, the power output increases with the increase of the
hole number. It is because the maximum displacement of
the proof mass in the perforated device with more holes
is closer to 340 μm when the squeeze-film air damping is
optimized. However, the output power cannot be unlimitedly
promoted by perforating more holes on the plate. When the
number of holes continues to increase to more than 100,
the maximum power can decrease a little. Similar phenomenon
could also be noticed in Figure 12(b), where the output voltage
of the device becomes unstable when the number of holes
on the plate is more than 100. This could be explained as
the smaller air damping force on the device with more holes
can cause stronger collision between the proof mass and the
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Fig. 13. (a) An electronic watch powered by the perforated energy harvester with 8∗ 8 holes array. (b) The voltage on the capacitor (in parallel to the
electronic watch) can maintain at about 1.68 V after 570 s.

fixed plate under a certain driving acceleration, and the violent
collision between the moveable proof mass and the fixed plate
leads to the unstable motion of the proof mass. Therefore,
the calculated root mean square power is lower than that
of the steady state. Moreover, the frequency response and
the displacement waveform of the device with different holes
at the driving acceleration of 1.84 m/s2 could be found in
Supplementary Figure S3.
D. Application of the Perforated Energy Harvester
We have applied the perforated energy harvester with
8 × 8 holes array to provide power for an electronic watch.
Figure 13(a) depicts the image of the experiment. Similar to
the above-mentioned testing condition, the perforated device
was mounted on the shaker to harvest energy from vibration,
and the shaker was excited by a 118 Hz sinusoidal signal
with a low acceleration of 4.42 m/s2 . The output voltage of
the device was rectified to charge a 100 μF capacitor. The
voltage of the capacitor was charged to 2.55 V after 390 s as
Figure 13(b) demonstrated. At this time, the electronic watch
was connected to the capacitor and lighted up. A slight drop
of the voltage on the capacitor was noticed in the following
570 s. In spite of this, the voltage remains at about 1.68 V
afterwards, proving that the device could provide enough
power for self-powered electronics even under the vibration
with low acceleration. The video of this experiment could be
obtained in Supplementary Video S1.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents an electrostatic vibration energy harvester with the perforated electrode. Through-holes are
designed on the fixed plate of the e-VEH to reduce the
squeeze-film air damping between the moveable proof mass
and the fixed plate. In the FEM simulation, we have found that
the damping force on the proof mass in the perforated device
decreases dramatically, while the surface induced charge on

the perforated electrode could be well maintained. We have
fabricated the device with MEMS technology, and the effect
of the hole diameters is investigated in detail. The experiment
results have further proved that the device with perforated
plate can generate more power than the device without holes
from the same low amplitude of external vibration. Finally,
we have applied the perforated device to provide power for
an electronic watch when driving by a low acceleration of
4.42 m/s2 . The voltage between the watch can maintain
at about 1.68 V which proves a promising application for
self-powered electronics.
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